Permanent Missions and other entities who have confirmed their interest to take part in the work of the Group of Friends of the Nelson Mandela Rules

1. ALGERIA
2. ARGENTINA
3. AUSTRIA
4. BOLIVIA
5. BRAZIL
6. CANADA
7. CHILE
8. DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
9. EL SALVADOR
10. FIJI
11. FINLAND
12. FRANCE
13. GERMANY
14. GHANA
15. INDIA
16. ITALY
17. KAZAKHSTAN
18. LEBANON
19. MEXICO
20. NAMIBIA
21. NORWAY
22. STATE OF PALESTINE (NON-MEMBER STATE MAINTAINING PERMANENT OBSERVER MISSION)
23. PANAMA
24. PARAGUAY
25. THE PHILIPPINES
26. POLAND
27. PORTUGAL
28. QATAR
29. ROMANIA
30. SOUTH AFRICA
31. SUDAN
32. SWEDEN
33. SWITZERLAND
34. THAILAND
35. UGANDA
36. UNITES STATES OF AMERICA
37. URUGUAY
38. UKRAINE
39. INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE RED CROSS (IN OBSERVER CAPACITY)
40. INTER-PARLIAMENTARY UNION (IN OBSERVER CAPACITY)